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ABSTRACT

The complexity of modern data systems and applications
greatly increases the challenge in understanding system behaviour and diagnosing performance problems. When these
problems arise, system administrators are left with the difficult task of remedying them by relying on large debug log
files, vast numbers of metrics, and system-specific tooling.
We demonstrate the Sentinel system, which enables administrators to analyze systems and applications by building
models of system execution and comparing them to derive
key differences in behaviour. The resulting analyses are then
presented as system reports to administrators and developers
in an intuitive fashion. Users of Sentinel can locate, identify
and take steps to resolve the reported performance issues.
As Sentinel’s models are constructed online by intercepting
debug logging library calls, Sentinel’s functionality incurs
little overhead and works with all systems that use standard
debug logging libraries.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern data management systems are expected to process
a wide range of workloads, which has resulted in considerable system complexity [10, 15]. To diagnose performance
problems, administrators rely on system-specific metrics
and debug logs. Unfortunately, the large size of these debug
log files and the sheer number of recorded metrics in these
systems [16] greatly increase the difficulty of debugging;
administrators spend hours reading system logs, understanding them, and acting on insights gleaned from their contents.
Further complicating matters, the cause of a performance
degradation may be due to characteristics of the workload
(e.g. I/O overheads or poorly-written queries), or due to issues in the data system’s configuration (e.g. inadequately
sized buffer pool). Therefore, the administrator must analyze
both the application and the data system to locate the source
of the problem and remedy it.
Although debug logging is ubiquitous in both data systems
and applications [17], emitting logs at a fine-grained level
results in significant performance degradation and vast log
files that administrators must comb through for relevant
details. Consequently, administrators rely on system-specific
metrics and analysis tools to diagnose problems. As modern
companies deploy many different types of data management
systems and applications (e.g. database servers, data lakes),
administrators must possess a robust understanding of all of
these systems and their associated analysis tools.
It would be highly desirable if administrators could use a
single tool for performance debugging and analysis rather
than having to learn, understand and use different suites of
tools for each system and application. To meet this need, we
present Sentinel, a system analysis tool that integrates with
(standard) debug logging libraries (e.g., Log4j2 [3]) to efficiently build models of system behaviour and performance.
Concretely, Sentinel captures debug log messages and models
the relationships between them. As log messages correspond
to system events and system execution logic [5, 6], Sentinel’s
models capture system behaviour. Sentinel uses these models to detect and pinpoint underlying performance problems
without relying on system-specific features or characteristics.
Notably, Sentinel’s insights are available to all applications
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L o c k R e s u l t L o c k A c q u i r e E x t e n d e d ( Lock ∗ l o c k ) {
...
l o g ( INFO , " Get Lock : \% p " , l o c k ) ;
WaitAcquire ( lock ) ;
l o g ( INFO , " Lock a c q u i r e d . " ) ;
...
}

Figure 2: Simplified lock acquisition code adapted
from PostgreSQL.

Sentinel extracts models of behaviour from applications
and data systems, performing comparisons among these
extracted models to highlight important differences in behaviour and performance. We start by discussing how Sentinel extracts these models with low overhead, followed by
how Sentinel efficiently compares these models to pinpoint
important performance differences. We then discuss extensions to these models to include detailed timing information.

ID 3. This event ID is used as an offset into per-thread arrays
of data structures (Figure 1). After determining the event’s
ID, Sentinel increments its occurrence count and the number
of times the system has transitioned from the previously
observed event ID to the current ID. For example, if we are
moving from a prior event with ID 1 to the current event
with ID 3, we increment the count in the third slot of the
event count array (3 in Figure 1) and then follow the pointer
from the first slot in the transition count array to another
counter array, incrementing the third slot (2 in Figure 1)
there. These simple operations on per-thread data structures
are very efficient and avoid cross-thread synchronization.
After updating these statistics for the log message, Sentinel
forwards the message to the logging library. The logging
library may write the message to disk depending on the log’s
severity LEVEL. However, Sentinel captures statistics among
events of all granularities without requiring that the logging
library emit everything to disk.
Sentinel’s per-thread data structures are written to disk
periodically or when the system shuts down. Per-thread
counters for event frequencies and event transition counts
are summed to give the total event and transition counts,
thereby deriving an event transition model for the whole system. Sentinel compares these transition models to highlight
differences in behaviour and performance.

2.1

2.2

Figure 1: Sentinel intercepts debug logging library
calls, using them to build per-thread models of system
behaviour before forwarding the calls along to the logging library.
and systems using standard logging libraries without requiring significant code modifications.1 . Unlike other approaches
[8, 11], Sentinel does not require fine-grained debug logs to
be emitted to disk to abstract them and model behaviour.
Instead, Sentinel intercepts logging calls and constructs its
models in-memory with little overhead.2
We discuss the Sentinel system and its features next. In
Section 3, we describe the scenarios we present in our demonstration and highlight the utility of Sentinel’s techniques.

2

THE SENTINEL SYSTEM

Extracting Behaviour Models

Applications and data systems use debug logging libraries
for both auditing and bottleneck analysis purposes. Debug
logging libraries tend to expose a similar interface, which
Sentinel uses to extract its models.
When the system issues a log(LEVEL, msg, args . . .) call,
Sentinel intercepts it and translates the message to an event
ID using its file name and line number in source code. For
example, suppose that we are handling the first log() call
in Figure 2 and that it corresponds to a GetLock event with
1 Integrating

Sentinel with PostgreSQL and the TPC-W [14] clients required
changing less than 60 and 15 lines of code in each, respectively.
2 In our experiments with 25 clients executing a YCSB-C workload, we
observed that Sentinel reduces PostgreSQL transaction throughput by a
mere 5% while fine-grained debug logging degrades throughput by 90%.

Comparing Transition Models

Sentinel analyzes transition models, which correspond to
system behaviour under a given configuration or workload,
to find and present the most significant differences among
events and event transitions to the user (Figure 3).
Sentinel compares extracted event frequencies to determine which events vary the most in popularity among extracted models. That is, for transition models 𝑚 1 and 𝑚 2 ,
Sentinel reports the top 𝑘 differences in event frequency:
max

 freq

𝑚 1 (𝑒)

,

freq𝑚2 (𝑒) 

freq𝑚2 (𝑒) freq𝑚1 (𝑒)

(1)

where freq𝑚 (𝑒) returns the frequency of event 𝑒 per model
𝑚. By using ratios of frequencies, Sentinel precludes popular

Figure 3: (a) Demo system architecture.
events from always being reported as the top differences.
Sentinel similarly compares event transition probabilities
in extracted models to determine and report the 𝑘 largest
differences in transition probability.

2.3

Extracting CDFs

Although the techniques presented in the previous section
highlight differences in event occurrences and transition
probability, the time it takes to transition between system
events is also important. For example, it is not enough to
know how many times a data system acquires locks to detect
lock contention; it is also important to know how long it
takes to acquire the locks. To this end, Sentinel captures transition times between events, presenting them as cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs).
As with the event frequencies and transition counts, transition times are captured and stored on a per-thread basis.
When the system issues a log() function call, Sentinel obtains the current time using the clock_gettime system call.
It compares the obtained time to the one it obtained for the
previous log call; the difference between them is the time
to transition between log calls. As it is impossible to store
all of the transition times between events due to memory
constraints, Sentinel employs adaptive damped reservoir
sampling [2] to store samples for each unique transition.
These samples are used to accurately estimate CDFs.

2.4

Comparing CDFs

In addition to the differences between event frequencies
and event transition probabilities, Sentinel also reports the

Figure 3: (b) Sentinel’s User Interface.
top differences in transition time CDFs. To do so, it computes the earth-mover’s distance between two CDFs. The
earth-mover’s distance provides an intuitive measure of the
differences between CDFs as it quantifies the minimum effort
needed to transform one probability distribution into another
[13]. Transition time CDFs with the largest differences are
presented in Sentinel’s UI (Figure 3b).

2.5

Sentinel Interface

Sentinel stores its extracted transition models in a database
and presents detailed comparisons between them in a web application. The core Sentinel system is written in Python and
uses numpy and pyemd [12] modules to perform model comparisons. The Sentinel user interface uses PHP and Javascript,
rendering its charts and transition graphs with Chart.js [1]
and Cytoscape.js [4] respectively.
Sentinel supports brushing and linking [7] across multiple
visualizations. For example, selecting an event in the event
frequency differences chart will zoom in on the event in the
event transitions pane and present detailed information in
the transition close-up panes. By combining the information
from multiple visualizations, Sentinel presents a detailed and
holistic picture of system behaviour differences.

3

DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

Our demonstrations use Sentinel to investigate behavioural
and performance differences in PostgreSQL and TPC-W [14]
benchmark clients under a variety of transaction mixes and
system configurations (Figure 3a). Importantly, Sentinel does

not need a priori knowledge of events or their relative importance; all insights are provided using black-box model
comparisons. Attendees will pose as analysts using Sentinel
to investigate performance issues by comparing PostgreSQL
and benchmark client behaviour in these scenarios to that
of a known good (baseline) configuration (TPC-W ordering
mix). Two such scenarios are described next. A video of these
demonstration scenarios is available online.

3.1

Lock Contention

Our first demonstration provides an overview of Sentinel’s
features and shows how Sentinel can be used to detect and
investigate the common case of database lock contention.
We induce lock contention by inserting a short sleep() in
the BuyConfirm transaction while holding database locks.
We compare this poorly-performing (current) workload’s
behaviour to that of the baseline configuration to determine
the source of the problem.
Using Sentinel’s reports, we determine that there are far
fewer benchmark client events of all types in the current
workload compared to the baseline, indicating widespread
performance degradation (Figure 3b). The largest CDF difference in client behaviour highlights a large increase in
BuyConfirm transaction execution time. We observe that the
largest differences in database event frequencies and CDFs
of transition time pinpoint increased lock wait events and
lock wait times.
Given this investigation, the analyst concludes that lock
contention is the primary cause of the performance degradation in the current workload. This contention affects the
BuyConfirm transaction while hampering the performance
of the workload as a whole.

3.2

TPC-W Transaction Mixes

Workload access patterns often change [9]; our second demonstration investigates complex behavioural differences in such
a case by supposing the transaction mix has changed from
the baseline ordering mix to the TPC-W browsing mix. As
analysts, we observe that performance has degraded and
must determine what has changed.
The largest event differences in client behaviour pinpoint
differences in transaction popularity between the two workloads. Read-only transactions like the NewProduct and BestSellers transactions are more popular in the browsing mix
than in the ordering mix, enabling the analyst to conclude
that the browsing mix is more read-heavy than the ordering
mix. The transition time CDFs for these popular read-only
transactions indicate that they take longer to execute than
the update transactions, which affirms that these more expensive queries are impacting system throughput.

The largest behaviour differences in the database reveal
that the browsing mix has lower query throughput than
the baseline ordering mix despite the baseline workload exhibiting more lock contention and disk writes. Sentinel also
highlights increased checkpoint throttling behaviour in the
browsing mix as fewer dirty pages are written to disk. Thus,
Sentinel indicates that the read-only queries in the current
workload are more complex, resulting in lower overall performance. Given these insights, the analyst optimizes the
highlighted, popular, long-running transactions in the current workload to improve performance.
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